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About This Game
Space Incident is an interactive story about the two astronauts and one unexpected fellow traveler. The game takes place on a
spaceship, who’s been lost somewhere between Earth and Mars. Your main task is to help the crew understand what is going on
and finish the journey with a favorable outcome. In the game you will need to communicate with team members, maintain their
moral status and learn about the key points which will help to bring the spaceship to the Earth safe and without casualties. Good
luck, commander!
Features:
Indirect interaction with the ship's crew. You can influence the mood of the crew members by offering them different ways to
solve problems through dialogue.
Subtle psychological organization! You can not imagine what can do a nervous man in space.
It's important to keep track of who and what is doing and you know the whole story of journey!
Ten different endings, which cause your actions.
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Title: Space Incident
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Vogd3
Publisher:
Dagestan Technology
Release Date: 23 Sep, 2016

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista
Processor: Dual Core 2.0 GHz
Memory: 256 MB RAM
Graphics: Compatible with DirectX 9
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 200 MB available space

English,Russian
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Bought as Founder Pack with the intention that it was to be removed when the game went free to play.
Now it's free-to-play and has been rebranded Premium Pack I.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you, Blackspot.. Edit - It may not seem that I have many hours, but 1. I don't always launch it from
steam (Takes more time) 2. Does not account for my extreme amount of hours when before this was on Steam (OGPlanet Original Owners)
No this isn't a polished 2017 game.
Rumble Fighter has always been there since ~2010 and so on.
This game was apart of my childhood.
Besides the obvious subjectivity,
the game does not full screen as in 16:9. (This does not bother me as I just enjoyed the game)
the game has a low population (A small community that doesn't seem to grow)
the game hasn't been updated to look like a 2017 game, but that's because it isn't. It was made in 2007 and 10 years of age will
make it seem unpolished.
This game doesn't lag, no matter what computer I have used it has never lagged.
Why do I recommend this game for the 2 people and maybe someone on my friends list who is stalking my reviews?
It really depends, if you come into this game expecting a new game, you will be disappointed and almost immediately stop
playing and never come back.
This game DOES require skill, there's many techniques and tricks you can pull off to outplay your enemy.
This game DOES have microtransactions \/ minor pay to win. If you're truly pro, you can easily defeat others even if they
purchase Scrolls \/ Exocores \/ Stat Items. Carat items are available with stats as well.
Why I like this game from 2010-now?
+ The Customization. I've always loved customizations and this game does well for me.
+ Anime \/ artstyle - not much to say, I just really enjoy how it looks.
+ Community - Not the toxic\/salty players (In every game there is always those bunch) but how the community created a
gamemode that never was official, but players somehow made it official. "NHAA" (No Hitting At All) is a player-made game
mode where fights are prohibited unless you ask to spar 1v1s or ask for permissions, the purpose is to farm carats and chat and
relax.
+ Nostalgia: I actually enjoyed this game and played it very much near 2010 when I was around 10+ years old. It still is fun to
me to this day.
Is this game ideal? No. Is this game good? No, not really, it is many imperfections, minor glitches (i.e. airgrabbing, counter
glitches - which don't \/ can't ruin gameplay), and also is not as professional as 2017 games are, but that's not what this is. This is
your chill game to meet other people and enjoy fighting \/ outplaying your enemy. I recommend this game because if there were
more players, I would definitely be playing this way more often.
From an old generation player. - KillerJames (Old IGN, is now "Jett"). I DIDNT WORK
THE NEW HEROES DLC DIDNT WORK
DONT GET IT. i whant money back this is nothing close to waht i saW AND IT CRASHES SO MUCH. Bought this because
OST is really good, and sounds much like any Megaman game.
And who wouldn't support this kind of good, honest and genuine dev team?
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A fun cute short game. I would get the game for sure if it was cheaper. I find it way to expensive for maybe 15 minutes of
gameplay tops.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=2KreUqH3tLs. This is a pretty simple game, but I'm enjoying it. It takes a few tries to
figure out how to throw the money bags, and the gun doesn't shoot the way you'd expect, but once you figure out how to
compensate, it's fun. I prefer casual gaming, so I like a less intense game once in a while.. The second CYOA by Kevin Gold, it
has less broadside choices than Choice of robots and is more story-focused with deeper characters.
Damn, I can't find anything else to say. This guy just produce perfectly balanced works and finely written words there is just no
so much to say except go for it and read it if you like wizard focused story with different branches of magic and some church
related storyline.
The ending felt satisfying and the developpment of the main character goes through different stages and chapter and each one is
interesting. No obvious flaws here. So that's it. Some smart writing yet again by Kevin Gold even though the genre is completely
different than Choice of robots. Bravo. This author is really someone to follow.. You want a roguelike that thinks outside of the
box? Look no further. Road Not Taken is a hard-as-nails, puzzle based, story-rich, atmospheric roguelike that breaks
boundaries. This title was expertly crafted. Lots of attention to detail, and my-oh-my is there depth. It is quite a dark game,
as well.
Pros:
+Like any roguelike worth its salt, Road Not Taken has a lot of content and mystery to unravel and master. Tons of
gameplay here. I haven't even scratched the surface at 5 hours.
+Puzzles are super challenging, in a good way.
+Atmosphere and artwork are absolutely stunning. Really well done here. Lots of attention to detail.
+The story is rich and is a welcome addition to modern roguelike\/lites.
Cons:
-Yeah, its difficult, but do-able. I mention this because it looks like a fairly cute puzzle game, but it can be overwhelming at
times (especially if you want to avoid spoilers), IMO. Even in 5 hours, I haven't gotten very far.
-Addiction factor isn't the highest, but I can generally look past this, since its got tons of depth. Hard to explain. It isn't like
BoI where its 'One more run!!' kind of thing.
A must have for any fan of the modern roguelike genre. Totally worth full price, even.. Asdivine Hearts looks like a
charming reincarnation of the old 2D JRPGs from the 16\/32Bit era. It kind of reminds me of games like Lunar, Grandia
and Phantasy Star. We've had quite a few games of this type released over the last few years, but as a true fan of the genre,
I was a bit disappointed with many of them, since they felt a bit dull, as if being 2D JRPGs with turn-based battles and a
semi-decent story was supposed to be enough to make them good games. I've only just begun playing Asdivine Hearts (1h+), so
it might be just wishful thinking on my part, but I am getting a different, refreshing vibe from it, which I didn't get from
other such recent games.
As for the game itself, there's nothing really fancy about it for me to write about. The graphics are decent (anime style) and
the music is fun to listen to. No voice-acting, though. Movement control is a little limited and awkward (I'm playing with a
XBox360 controller), but otherwise, everything is straight-forward and intuitive. If you've ever played a JRPG before, you'll
feel right at home. The battles are classic turn-based JRPG style. There seem to be plenty of skills and abilities, using a
Rubix\/Jewels system, which is new to me, but seems flexible and easy enough to learn and use. More about that to come
after I've played some more.
The best part, so far, seems to be the story. It feels funny and interesting just enough to carry the game, without giving you
the feeling that the developers tried too hard to make you laugh (a feeling I've been getting too often for my taste, recently).
Also, I'm not sure if it means anything, but at least so far, this game has no achievements and no trading cards. At first I
thought it was a disadvantage (a minor one, at that), but the more I thought about it, the more it felt like this game might be
good enough on its own to keep me interested, regardless.
Anyway, I've been bothering with a relatively long review, considering I've only been playing for an hour or so, because this
game does feel different. I hope I can explain it better after I've played some more. If and when I do, I'll be sure to update
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this review.
EDIT (Feb\/12\/2016, 12h):
After moving farther along in the game (12 hours total), my impressions haven't changed much since my initial review.
The akward control remains the only significant negative issue I have with this game. The story and characters seem to be
decent, at the very least, as they keep me curious enough to continue playing. The battle system is very well balanced, as it
manages to be simple and intuitive without getting too repetitive. The Jewels system sure adds a nice twist. What I like about it
the most, is that it allows you to change jewels any time. It means that if, for example, you encounter a boss that uses poison
attacks often, before the battle you can equip more poison resistence jewels on the expense of other things. It's surely a useful
tactical advantage for those who choose to use it.
This is a cute and simple JRPG. While not a masterpiece, it sure is fun to play!. Two shades of Kagura's risque "swimsuit,"
such as it is, from the beach cutscene added to your wardrobe. You can't get this in game without ponying up for this DLC
even though you are teased with it in that cutscene.
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